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December 20th 2013:Special Encore Presentation: The
Biology of Change with guest Asara Lovejoy

LISTEN LIVE
During this show we will be discussing the biology of change and
an incredible process that can help us manifest our intentions. I
was introduced to Asara Lovejoy's 'The One Command' by a
trusted friend and mentor. Initially sceptical, I found the process to
be hugely valuable. Asara is a businesswoman, entrepreneur
and educator in human consciousness and the best selling
author of 'The One Command'. She is considered to be one of the
most compelling voices to emerge from the self-help and human
potential arenas in decades. Her life commitment has been to
understand the human mind and its un
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Featured Guest
Asara Lovejoy
Asara Lovejoy is a businesswoman, entrepreneur and educator in human
consciousness and the best selling author of The One Command. She is considered
to be one of the most compelling voices to emerge from the self-help and human
potential arenas in decades. Shortly you will find out why. Her life commitment has
been to understand the human mind and its untapped potential. In just a few short
years, The One Command® process has developed into a comprehensive program
with more than 300,000 people participating in One Command® seminars, The One
Command Circles®, tele-courses, and other programs worldwide.
Read more
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